The Royal Observatory of Belgium is opening a job position for a collaborator in site characterisation related to EPOS

Date:
Friday, May 17, 2019 - 15:00

The Seismology-Gravimetry section of the Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB) is looking for an early career and dynamic collaborator for the seismological branch of the BELSPO EPOS-BE project.

This one-year (+ renewable) position is open at the post-doctoral level, but candidates who can prove enough knowledge on the following are still eligible (e.g. Engineering studies).

The ROB’s existing seismic and accelerometric observation infrastructure must be included in EPOS in order for the international seismological research community to get open access to research-proof seismic waveform data from the BE network.

Applications (CV and motivation letter) are welcome until May 31 2019 included.

More information here.